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QUESTION 1

A FileMaker Pro 11 file has a Customer table and a related Contact table. The relationship from Customer to Contact is
configured to create related records in the Contact table. On the Relationships Graph, an external table occurrence
called Invoice is referenced and is related to the Customer table. The file has layouts based on the Customer, Contact,
and Invoice table occurrences. 

The following script is used: 

Script A: 

New Record/Request 

A button that performs Script A has been placed on the Customer layout in a portal that displays the 

related Contact records. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Contact table. 

B. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Customer table. 

C. If the user is on the Contact layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record will be created in the
Contact table. 

D. If the user is on the Customer layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record is created in the
Customer table, and a new related record is created in the Contact table. 

E. Without a Go to Layout script step, Script A cannot be run from the Scripts menu and create a new record in the
Invoice table. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

What can be retrieved using one of the Get functions? 

A. the list of users logged into a file 

B. the list of plugins installed for a user 

C. the list of script triggers defined for a named object on a layout 

D. the list of unique IDs for the current window\\'s found set of records 

E. the list of NIC addresses for network cards connected to the user\\'s computer 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which statement is true about the Filter Portal Records feature in FileMaker Pro 11? 

A. It can only be configured using FileMaker Pro Advanced. 

B. It requires that one or more additional relationships be added to the Relationships Graph. 

C. The portal filter calculation must refer to at least one field in the immediately related table. 

D. The portal filter calculation may not refer to any globally stored fields, summary fields, or unstored calculation fields. 

E. Any aggregate calculations (sum, count, etc.) based on the portal\\'s relationship will not be affected by the portal
filter calculation. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the following formula in a calculation field that returns a Text result: Let( tmp = "2 * 5" Evaluate( Quote ( tmp ) ) )
What will be returned? 

A. the value 10 

B. the value "10", quotes included 

C. the value tmp 

D. the value "tmp", quotes included 

E. the value 2 * 5 

F. the value "2 * 5", quotes included 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

In which two cases will the object name of a button be available to a script that is performed by the button? (Choose
two.) 

A. when the Self function is used as the script parameter associated with the button\\'s script 

B. when the button is clicked on and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function is used in the script 

C. when the button\\'s object name is hardcoded into the script parameter associated with the button\\'s script 

D. when the button is tabbed to and then activated from the keyboard and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function
is used in the script 

Correct Answer: CD 
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